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Hammonds’ Dawn Raid Hotline

Feeling exposeD?

The European Commission and the National Competition Authorities “NCA”s throughout the 
EU Member States have extensive powers to carry out unannounced inspections (so called 
“dawn raids”) on companies that they suspect of taking part in anti-competitive activities 
such as cartels, price fixing and bid rigging with competitors. For many companies a dawn 
raid is the first they will know about an investigation.

Though it is impossible to guarantee you will never be the subject of a dawn raid, it is 
possible to prepare yourself so that, if a raid does happen, you will be able to deal with the 
situation effectively. At Hammonds we believe that preparation for the event of an eventual 
dawn raid is part of the wider corporate objective of full competition law compliance. 
Accordingly, we provide Competition Law Compliance Programmes for our clients, of 
which dawn raid training is an integral part, together with Competition Law Audits.

Multi-Million € Fines anD/oR jail

Infringement of EU competition law carries a financial penalty of up to 10% of the world-
wide turnover of the company concerned. The Commission has to date fined companies 
operating in the EU a combined total of over € 3 billion. In addition, in many jurisdictions, 
the parallel application of national competition laws carries criminal sanctions including 
prison sentences. For example, in the UK, legislation introduced in 2003 has made certain 
forms of cartel activity a criminal offence punishable by up to five years imprisonment and/
or an unlimited fine.

With these significant penalties, it is imperative that companies consider their exposure 
to competition law investigations and put in place appropriate compliance procedures, by 
taking legal advice on any potential competition law issues that arise and by preparing for 
and dealing with a dawn raid.

HaMMonDs’ Dawn RaiD Hotline

In response to the above, Hammonds has established a pan-European “Dawn Raid team” 
to respond rapidly in the event that the Commission or an NCA launches a dawn raid on 
your premises. The Dawn Raid team is made up of members of our specialist Competition 
Law team and specifically trained lawyers from other departments of the firm so as to 
provide the team with the widest possible geographic reach. Immediately upon making 
a telephone call to the Hammonds’ Dawn Raid Hotline (T: +44 (0)870 839 0000) you will 
be directed to a member of the Dawn Raid team trained to handle such situations, with 
the support of Hammonds’ specialist Competition lawyers qualified in almost every EU 
jurisdiction and beyond.

Dealing witH a Dawn RaiD

Should your worst fears be realised and the European Commission and/or NCA 
investigators arrive unannounced - do not panic! Ask the investigators to wait a moment as 
you call Hammonds via the Dawn Raid Hotline

(T: +44 (0)870 839 0000). Tell the operator that you need to speak to a member of the Dawn 
Raid team about an unannounced investigation into alleged breaches of competition law.

If you give the details of the location of the inspection the operator will put you through 
to the member of the Hammonds’ Dawn Raid team who is located nearest to the 
investigation.
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Hammonds will allocate a team to come to your assistance as quickly as possible, giving 
you advice by telephone in the interim.

The investigators should agree to wait until the Hammonds’ Dawn Raid team reaches 
you, but in the event that they insist upon commencing the search before the Hammonds’ 
lawyers arrive there follows a summary of some of the most basic issues to be mindful of 
when handling dawn raid investigations:

• Keep copies of any documents or records which the officials copy. Keep a general 
record of all files and documents inspected whether copied or not.

• Request a signed inventory of the copies and extracts taken by the investigators during 
the investigation.

• Keep a written record of any oral questions asked and the answers given. Ask for a 
copy of any minutes taken by the investigators of any oral explanations provided and/or 
any recordings made of any conversations.

• After the inspection the company officials should review, with Hammonds, what has 
happened and decide whether to submit additional documents or other statements to 
the competition authorities.

wHat will tHe HaMMonDs Dawn RaiD teaM Do?

The lawyers attending will advise you on how to handle the investigation, initially by 
telephone. On arrival they will take over the investigation on the company’s behalf. Once 
the raid has concluded the team will set about constructing the company’s defence.

HaMMonDs’ coMpetition law teaM

Based in Hammonds’ offices in Brussels, London, Manchester, Paris, Berlin, Munich, 
Rome and Madrid, our Competition Law team provides one of the best pan-European 
Competition Law services in Europe. We have a wealth of expertise and experience 
advising clients on all aspects of EU and national competition law and regularly represent 
our clients before the European Commission and NCAs.

The team is headed by Tom Pick in our Brussels office and Diarmuid Ryan in our 
Manchester and London Offices and has qualified competition specialists in almost every 
EU jurisdiction. More information about the team and our experience and expertise is 
available online at WWW.HAMMONDS.COM.



siMple, cleaR anD coMMeRcial aDvice...

In addition to the specific Dawn Raids Support Service, Hammonds offers a full range of 
competition law advice and support. Our emphasis is always on providing simple, clear and 
commercial advice.

speciFic aDvice anD Day-to-Day suppoRt

As well as providing specific advice on all “behavioural” aspects of EU and national 
competition law and all “structural” issues relating to merger control, we also offer assistance 
with the following:

• The preparation and implementation of Competition Law Compliance Programmes.

• Corporate/commercial competition audits.

• Applications to the European Commission or NCAs for leniency.

• The preparation and pursuit of complaints against the competition authorities.

• Representation before the European Commission, NCAs and the courts.

pRevention is betteR tHan cuRe -
HaMMonDs’ coMpetition law auDit

Because prevention is better than cure in these matters, Hammonds’ Competition Law team 
also provides a full Competition Law audit service, which involves a complete analysis of 
the sales practices of the company to ensure that they comply with European and national 
competition laws In the event that an audit uncovers serious infringements

Hammonds can advise you on applying to the European Commission or national competition 
authority for leniency – which can mean a reduction in fines of up to a 100%.



FuRtHeR inFoRMation 

For further information please contact:

Konstantinos aDaMantopoulos
Managing Partner, EU, Competition & Trade 
T: +32 (0)2 627 7676
F: +32 (0)2 627 7686
E: konstantinos.adamantopoulos@hammonds.com 

toM picK
Partner, EU, Competition & Trade
T: +32 (0)2 627 7676
F: +32 (0)2 627 7686
E: tom.pick@hammonds.com 

DiaRMuiD Ryan
Partner, EU, Competition & Trade (UK) 
T: +44 (0)161 830 5331 
F: +44 (0)870 460 2884
E: diarmuid.ryan@hammonds.com

RiccaRDo cRoce
Partner, EU, Competition & Trade (Brussels)
T: +32 (0)2 627 7676
F: +32 (0)2 627 7686
E: riccardo.croce@hammonds.com
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Paris•
Hammonds Hausmann 
4 Avenue Velasquez
75008 Paris  France
Telephone +33 1 53 83 74 00
Fax +33 1 53 83 74 01

Hong Kong• 
Hammonds
Suites 3201-05, 3217-20  
32nd Floor Jardine House
1 Connaught Place
Central Hong Kong
Telephone +852 2523 1819
Fax +852 2868 0069

Beijing+ 
Hammonds Beijing  
Representative Office Hong Kong
Suite 1419 - 20
South Tower Beijing Kerry Centre
1 Guang Hua Road
Chao Yang District
Beijing 100020  China
Telephone +86 108529 6330
Fax +86 10 85296116

• Affiliated undertakings of Hammonds LLP   + Representative Office   

Hammonds LLP and its affiliated undertakings comprise Hammonds LLP, Hammonds Hausmann SELARL and Hammonds, a Hong Kong general partnership, each of which are separate and 
distinct entities.

Hammonds LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC 335584 and is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority of England and 
Wales. A list of the members of Hammonds LLP and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at the registered office of Hammonds LLP, 7 Devonshire Square, London EC2M 4YH. 
Use of the word "Partner" by Hammonds LLP refers to a member of Hammonds LLP or an employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualification.

www.Hammonds.com

Berlin
Hammonds LLP
Unter den Linden 14
10117 Berlin  Germany
Telephone +49 30 7261 68 000
Fax +49 30 7261 68 001

Birmingham
Hammonds LLP
Rutland House
148 Edmund Street
Birmingham B3 2JR
Telephone +44 (0)121 222 3000
Fax +44 (0)121 222 3001

Brussels
Hammonds LLP
Avenue Louise 250
Box 65
1050 Brussels  Belgium
Telephone +32 2 627 7676
Fax +32 2 627 7686

Leeds
Hammonds LLP
2 Park Lane
Leeds LS3 1ES
Telephone +44 (0)113 284 7000
Fax +44 (0)113 284 7001

London
Hammonds LLP
7 Devonshire Square
London EC2M 4YH
Telephone +44 (0)20 7655 1000
Fax +44 (0)20 7655 1001

madrid 
Hammonds LLP
Plaza Marques de Salamanca 3-4
28006 Madrid  Spain
Telephone +34 91 426 4840
Fax +34 91 435 9815

manchester
Hammonds LLP
Trinity Court
16 John Dalton Street
Manchester M60 8HS
Telephone +44 (0)161 830 5000
Fax +44 (0)161 830 5001

munich
Hammonds LLP
Karl-Scharnagl-Ring 7
80539 Munich  Germany
Telephone +49 89 207 02 8300
Fax +49 89 207 02 8301

aosta
Rossotto & Partners
Via Festaz 66
11100 Aosta  Italy
Telephone +39 0165 235166
Fax +39 0165 31719 

Bologna
Rossotto & Partners
Viale Panzacchi 25
40136 Bologna  Italy
Telephone +39 051 6448290
Fax +39 051 335098

milan
Rossotto & Partners
Piazzale Cadorna 4
20123 Milan, Italy
Telephone +39 02 880721
Fax +39 02 72000689

Rome 
Rossotto & Partners
Via Ludovisi 16
00187 Rome  Italy
Telephone +39 06 977451
Fax +39 06 8078804

Turin 
Rossotto & Partners
Via Amedeo Avogadro 26
10121 Turin  Italy
Telephone +39 011 5584111
Fax +39 011 5611206

Rossotto & Partners is a separate and independent firm with an association with Hammonds LLP and its affiliated undertakings.


